
Simple and Compound Sentences

Directions: Identify if the sentence is simple or compound. Then, put brackets around each
independent clause.

1. Atypical is my favorite TV show, but I also love Criminal Minds.

2. The trendy fashion designer released her line on Tuesday.

3. The evil queen cast a spell on the entire city, so the citizens rebelled.

4. My cat is the cutest cat in the world.

5. Annie and Michael went to a restaurant in Hollywood to celebrate their anniversary.

6. Tyler washed the dishes, Susan vacuumed the house, and Thomas did the laundry.

7. I like Gmail, but my friend likes Yahoo.

8. I raised my hand to answer the question.

9. I might do my homework tonight, or I may decide to do it in the morning.

10. My brother cut the grass on Saturday.



Simple and Compound Sentences Answer Key

Directions: Identify if the sentence is simple or compound. Then, put brackets around each
independent clause.

11. [Atypical is my favorite TV show], but [I also love Criminal Minds.] - C

12. [The trendy fashion designer released her line on Tuesday.] - S

13. [The evil queen cast a spell on the entire city], so [the citizens rebelled.] - C

14. [My cat is the cutest cat in the world.] - S

15. [Annie and Michael went to a restaurant in Hollywood to celebrate their

anniversary.] - s

16. [Tyler washed the dishes], [Susan vacuumed the house], and [Thomas did the

laundry.] - C

17. [I like Gmail], but [my friend likes Yahoo.] - C

18. [I raised my hand to answer the question.] - S

19. [I might do my homework tonight], or [I may decide to do it in the morning.] - C

20. [My brother cut the grass on Saturday.] - S


